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News aggregation platforms are services that pull together online content such as news and videos in one place for ease

of viewing on mobile devices or websites. 
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1. Introduction

Currently, news aggregation platforms have become the primary way for users to obtain information. In China, the news

aggregation platforms represented by Toutiao and Tencent News rely on big data technology and recommendation

algorithms to increase user stickiness by meeting the personalized needs of users, making them to gradually become

media platforms with strong competitiveness. At the end of 2020, the news aggregation platform has more than 600

million active monthly users, and the penetration rate of the entire network is close to 80%. Among them, top platforms

such as Toutiao and Tencent News maintain their dominant positions and can reach levels of billions MAU (Figure 1). The

most significant advantages of news aggregation platforms are that they are able to achieve precise matches between

users and information. Combined with the overwhelming advantage of current news aggregation platforms in the

information dissemination process, these platforms determine the meaning of information, the flow of information, and the

audience’s response to a certain extent. The function of information is to provide a basis for personal decision-making and

judgment. Therefore, news aggregation platforms have a profound impact on user value judgments and daily behavior

decisions.

Figure 1. Number of monthly active users (MAU) of leading news aggregation platforms in China in December 2020 .

2.  Intelligent Recommendation Technology of News Aggregation
Platforms

News aggregation platforms rely on big data and intelligent recommendation technology to push preferred information to

users to determine the value judgment mechanism. Commonly used recommendation algorithms for news aggregation

platforms include content-based recommendations and collaborative filtering-based recommendations . The former

recommends information based on historical user behavior, and the latter mainly assumes that similar users have similar

preferences for certain recommendations. Regardless of the recommendation algorithm that is adopted, news

aggregation platforms are mainly driven by commercial profits, producing and disseminating relatively personalized

information according to user demands, which means the current information strategy on news aggregation platforms is
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more to cater to user needs than to proceed from the perspective of public communication. Although this model caters to

the individual needs of users, it weakens user attention to mainstream values and public issues, leaving users in the

predicament of information cocoons and filter bubbles , and gradually excludes information that users ignore, resulting

in some users having narrower and narrower horizons, fewer opportunities to access multiple pieces information, and their

perception of mainstream ideology is gradually weakened.
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